Synopsis
Give your mental muscles a workout with these 1001 hard Sudoku puzzles. Also available The World's Biggest Sudoku Book: 2500 Sudoku Puzzles 5 Levels
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Customer Reviews
I have actually bought this book twice! It's 8 1/2" x 11" with 6 puzzles per page, front and back on quality paper. For me there is plenty of room next to the puzzles to put my "maybe" numbers, and the print is a good size for a larger book. It works well for me, when I receive my book I immediately tear off the front pages until I get to a puzzle page, when I finish the front of the page I tear it off and turn it around to do the puzzles on the back and do these back side puzzles facing the back cover - so the print doesn't come off on the next page. I have been doing this for the past 12 years with my Sudoku puzzles. I must admit I am a Sudoku addict only enjoying hard puzzles and do many puzzles each day, it calms me - haha. I do have to admit at first it took me a few pages to get used to so many on one page and not get distracted.

Hard puzzles, and lots of them. I was worried the grids would be too small, but it's fine. There was a typo on one of the first puzzles that made it unsolvable (the answer in the back had the numbers laid out correctly, but the numbers on the on the puzzle were different than the answer), but so far just that one problem.

6 puzzles to a page makes for small print
Enjoying the challenge.

good
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